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Attractive and repulsive tip-sample interaction regimes in tapping-mode atomic force microscopy

Ricardo Garcı´a* and Alvaro San Paulo
Instituto de Microelectro´nica de Madrid, CSIC, Isaac Newton 8, 28760 Tres Cantos, Spain

~Received 12 February 1999!

Attractive and repulsive tip-sample interaction regimes of a force microscope operated with an amplitude
modulation feedback were investigated as a function of tip-sample separation, free amplitude, and sample
properties. In the attractive regime, anet attractive forcedominates the amplitude reduction while in the
repulsive regime the amplitude reduction is dominated by anet repulsive force. The transition between both
regimes may be smooth or steplike, depending on free amplitude and sample properties. A steplike disconti-
nuity is always a consequence of the existence of two oscillation states for the same conditions. Stiff materials
and small free amplitudes give rise to steplike transitions while the use of large free amplitudes produce
smooth transitions. Simulations performed on compliant samples showed cases where the cantilever dynamics
is fully controlled by a net attractive force. Phase-shift measurements provide a practical method to determine
the operating regime. Finally, we discuss the influence of those regimes in data acquisition and image inter-
pretation.@S0163-1829~99!03231-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic atomic force microscopy~AFM! methods offer
three main advantages with respect to static~contact! AFM.
First, the tip motion is sensitive to both forces and for
gradients. Suitable experimental setups may allow simu
neous force and interatomic potential mapping. Second
contact AFM the tip-sample interaction is measured follo
ing the cantilever’s deflection. In dynamic AFM the oscill
tion amplitude, the frequency, and the phase shift, as we
the cantilever deflection, may be recorded. This opens
eral channels for simultaneous data acquisition, each of t
describing a different property. Third, the forces required
obtain a stable signal in contact AFM may involve some s
of sample damage that prevents high-resolution imag
This applies, in particular, to imaging compliant materia
~biomolecules and polymers! in air or semiconductors in ul
trahigh vacuum. Dynamic force microscopy methods m
substantially reduce the sample damage. The above ad
tages are being exploited by using different dynamic AF
modes.1–7

Tapping-mode AFM is a high-amplitude dynamic mo
where an amplitude modulation feedback is used to im
the sample topography.6 The cantilever-tip ensemble is osci
lated at a frequency close to its resonance. The samp
imaged while the feedback adjusts the tip-sample separa
to keep the oscillation amplitude at a fixed value. This mo
has allowed routine high-resolution imaging of a variety
samples, such as DNA-protein complexes,8 polymers,9 and
nanometer-scale structures.10

Earlier works have already established the basic equa
that governs the tip motion.7,11–14In spite of the very exten-
sive experimental use of the tapping-mode AFM, a deta
understanding of the observed tip’s motion as a function
sample properties, tip’s geometry, and tip-sample separa
is still emerging. This lack of understanding makes it dif
cult to interpret tapping-mode AFM images in terms of t
pographic variations.15

Initially, it was assumed that at one end of the oscillati
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~7!/4961~7!/$15.00
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the tip established mechanical contact with the sam
surface.6 Repulsive forces were thought to be the ma
mechanism to control the amplitude, although seve
experimental13,16,17 and theoretical13,18 results pointed out
that long-range attractive forces could also contribute to
reduction of the amplitude. The contribution of attracti
forces could alter the interpretation of a tapping-mode AF
image; however, their role is still largely neglected. In ad
tion, a scheme to classify the mechanisms of amplitude
duction in tapping mode has not been proposed yet.

In this paper we show that an AFM operated with
amplitude modulation feedback has two regimes of ope
tion, attractiveandrepulsive. In the first regime, a net attrac
tive force dominates the amplitude reduction while in t
other a net repulsive force controls the cantilever dynam
The operating regime is attractive when the average forc
one oscillation is negative. With this definition both regim
may involve long-range attractive forces as well as sho
range repulsive forces. We study how the transition betw
the attractive and the repulsive regime is reflected in
tapping-mode parameters. We also discuss the influenc
those regimes in data acquisition and image interpretatio

In most situations, the amplitude decreases with the
sample proximity. However, a sharp jump in the amplitu
curves has been reported by experiments a
simulations.13,16This jump has been attributed to the onset
the repulsive regime, i.e., the oscillation switches from
purely noncontact~long-range attractive forces! to tapping
mode ~attractive and repulsive!. However, we find that a
steplike discontinuity in the amplitude curve is not an exc
sive characteristic of the noncontact to intermittent cont
transition. We show that a discontinuity is always a con
quence of the existence of two oscillation states.

The transition between the attractive and repulsive reg
may be smooth or steplike, depending on free amplitude
material properties. The combination of stiff materials a
small free-oscillation amplitudes usually gives rise to disco
tinuities. On the other hand, the simulations performed
very compliant samples showed no transitions. The am
4961 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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4962 PRB 60RICARDO GARCÍA AND ALVARO SAN PAULO
tude reduction is solely controlled by the attractive regim
In Sec. II the details of the model and the computatio

method are described. The transition between attractive
repulsive regimes is discussed in Sec. III. Amplitude, av
age force, and contact time dependence on tip-sample s
ration are used to study the transition. In Sec. IV we stu
the physical origin of a steplike transition. The bistable
sponse of the cantilever is outlined. In Sec. V we prop
phase-shift measurements to determine the operating reg
The influence of the elastic properties on the transition
analyzed in Sec. VI. Finally, in Sec. VII our main finding
and their experimental implications are summarized.

II. MODEL

A. Motion equation

The dynamic response of the cantilever-tip ensem
driven by an external and sinusoidal signal has been si
lated by different authors.7,11–14The dominant contributions
considered in the equation of motion of the cantilever are
elastic response, the hydrodynamic damping with the m
dium, the tip-sample interaction, and the excitation for
The resulting nonlinear, second-order differential equatio
as follows:

m
dz2

d2t
52kcz2

mv0

Q

dz

dt
1F1s1F0 cosvt, ~1!

whereF0 and v (v52p f ) are the amplitude and angula
frequency of the driving force, respectively;Q, v0 , andkc
are the quality factor, angular resonance frequency,
spring constant of the free cantilever, respectively.F ts de-
notes the tip-sample interaction. The above equation imp
several assumptions.~i! It considers the cantilever-tip en
semble as a point-mass spring.~ii ! The Q factor used here
is independent of tip-sample separation. The first assump
ignores the contribution to the cantilever motion of t
higher flexural modes of the lever.19 The second one neglec
changes in the hydrodynamic damping of the cantilever d
ing its motion.20

B. Tip-sample interaction

The tip-sample geometry is simulated by a sphere~tip!
and a flat ~sample!. Several studies have shown that th
geometry is a reasonable approximation to the tip-sam
geometry.6,21 The tip-sample interaction contains attracti
and repulsive forces. Long-range attractive forces are der
from the nonretarded van der Waals energy for two atom
vacuum. Assuming additivity, for a sphere-flat geometry
van der Waals force is (d.a0)

Fts~zc,z!52
HR

6~zc1z!2 , ~2!

whereH is the Hamaker constant andR the tip radius. For
convenience, the tip-sample instantaneous separationd is
calculated as the sum of the tip-sample rest distance (zc) and
the instantaneous tip positionz (d5zc1z). The origin of the
z coordinate is the tip’s rest position~Fig. 1!. a0 is an in-
termolecular distance that is introduced to avoid the div
gence of Eq.~2! ~see Ref. 21!. For separationsd,a0 , the
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resulting van der Waals force is identified with the adhes
force given by the Dejarguin-Muller-Toporov~DMT!
theory,22,23

Fa54pRg5
HR

6a0
2 , ~3!

whereg is the surface energy.
In addition to the adhesion force, during the contactd

,a0) there are repulsive forces arising from Pauli and io
repulsion. The repulsive force and the sample deforma
are modeled by using the DMT contact mechanics,

Fts~zc,z!52
HR

6a0
2 1

4

3
E* AR~a02z2zc!

3/2 ~4!

1

E*
5

~12n t
2!

Et
1

~12ns
2!

Es
, ~5!

whereEx andnx are the tip~sample! elastic modulus and the
Poisson coefficients, respectively.

This model is based on a continuum theory; it may not
suitable to explain some phenomena involving lateral re
lutions below 1 nm, where the discrete character of the m
ter cannot be ignored. However, this limitation does n
seem to have many practical consequences. To our
knowledge tapping-mode AFM images cannot claim a late
resolution of say less than 1–2 nm.

C. Numerical simulations

In the above model the sample is characterized by
Young modulusE, the Hamaker constantH, the surface en-
ergy g, and the Poisson coefficient. The numerical simu
tions have been performed for silicon dioxide (SiO2) E
570 GPa, g531 mJ/m2, polystyrene E51.2 GPa, g
535 mJ/m2, and polyethylene E50.087 GPa, g
532 mJ/m2. The Hamaker values are deduced from the L
shitz theory, H~SiO2!56.4310220 J, H~PS!57.1310220 J,
H~PE!56.6310220 J. A Poisson coefficient of 0.3 has bee
used for the materials. If we exclude small biomolecules
very thin molecular films, whereE may not be well defined,
SiO2 ~stiff!, PS ~intermediate!, and PE~compliant! can be
considered as representatives of the materials currently b
studied by tapping-mode AFM. For the cantilever-tip syste
we have used a radiusR520 nm,Q5400, f 05350 kHz, and
kc540 N/m.

Most of the cantilevers used in tapping-mode AFM a
made of silicon withE'130 GPa, i.e., several times high

FIG. 1. Scheme of the cantilever-tip and the sample. The a
age~rest! cantilever position is the origin of thez coordinate. The
instantaneous tip-sample separationd is the sum of the rest separa
tion zc ~positive! andz ~with its sign!.
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PRB 60 4963ATTRACTIVE AND REPULSIVE TIP-SAMPLE . . .
than theE of the samples simulated here. We will assum
that the total tip-sample force is relaxed in the deformat
of the sample. The simulations have been performed fof
5 f 0 .

A standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorithm has be
used to solve Eq.~1!. For each average tip-sample sepa
tion, the conditions used to begin the numerical integrat
are zi5Ai 21 and dzi /dt50. The phase shift is extracte
from the argument of the complex fast Fourier transform
the solution.

III. AMPLITUDE, AVERAGE FORCE, AND CONTACT
TIME DEPENDENCE ON TIP-SAMPLE SEPARATION

The oscillation amplitudeA is the key experimental pa
rameter measured in tapping-mode AFM. In this section,
sides the amplitude we also calculate the average force
the contact time as a function of the tip-sample rest sep
tion zc for the intermediate material,E;1 GPa.

A. Amplitude

Figure 2~a! shows the oscillation amplitude for three di
ferent free amplitudesA0510, 30, and 60 nm~approaching
curve!. All of them show four different regions aszc is

FIG. 2. ~a! Amplitude, ~b! average force,~c! contact time de-
pendence on tip-sample separation for three free amplitudes.
separation is normalized by taking the ratiozc /A0 . E51.2 GPa,
working frequency,f 05350 kHz.
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changed. First, there is a flat region for largezc . The effect
of attractive forces on the oscillation is negligible. Second
separations slightly larger thanA0 , the cantilever starts to
sense the long-range attractive force. This usually redu
the amplitude aszc is reduced. If the working frequency i
smaller than the resonance frequency, an initial increas
the amplitude should be expected. This situation is th
oughly discussed by Anczykowski, Kru¨ger, and Fuchs.13

Third, there is a transition region where the amplitude sho
an increase. Fourth, after the transition the amplitude
creases linearly with slope unity.

The shape of the transition curve depends on the
amplitude. For amplitudes 10 and 30 nm a steplike disco
nuity is observed while forA0560 the transition is continu-
ous. The transition is shifted to larger normalized separati
(zc /A0) whenA0 is increased. It goes from 0.67~6.7 nm! to
0.97 ~58 nm!.

In all the cases studied, the amplitude curve by itself d
not reveal if its reduction is the result of attractive intera
tions, repulsive interactions, or a combination of both int
actions.

B. Average force

In Fig. 2~b! the average force experienced by the tip d
ing a symmetric cycle is plotted. ForA0510 nm, at largezc
the average force is negative~attractive!. It increases in ab-
solute value aszc decreases until a sudden change of sign
observed. From there on, the average force shows a s
increase until a maximum is found. A similar behavior
observed forA0530 nm. However, forA0560 nm the force
shows a continuous change withzc . The average repulsive
forces are in the 0.2–2 nN range; however, peak forces
10–40 nN are found.

The comparison of Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! shows a correspon
dence between the changes observed in the amplitude a
the force curves. The force curves allow us to define t
regimes of operation, attractive and repulsive. The relev
point is that forA0530 and 60 nm, there arezc values where
the attractive regime also involves short-range repuls
forces. In other words, there is tip-sample intermittent co
tact in the attractive regime. Simulations performed w
compliant materials show better this effect~Sec. VI!.

C. Contact time

To further clarify the involvement of short-range repu
sive forces in the transition we have calculated the time
oscillation that the tip is in mechanical contact with th
sample. This time is known as contact timetc ~Tamayo and
Garcia7!. The contact time is normalized by the period of t
oscillationT.

For A0510 nm, at large separations, long-range attract
forces reduce the oscillation amplitude andtc50. At somezc
a steplike discontinuous transition between a purely attr
tive regime (tc50) and a repulsive regime (tcÞ0) is ob-
served. ForA0530 nm, tc also shows a steplike discontinu
ity but this is preceded by a small but continuous chan
from 0 to 0.02 T. This means that before the jump, the tip
already in intermittent contact with the sample, i.e., under
influence of short-range repulsive forces. ForA0560 nm, the
slope oftc during the transition is high but finite.

he
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Once the transition has been completed, i.e., when the
force is positive,tc grows monotonously withzc decreasing.
For standard working conditions, the contact time represe
about 10–30 % of the period of the oscillation.

IV. FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF THE CANTILEVER

In this section we study the physical origin of the stepli
discontinuity shown by some of the amplitude, force, or co
tact time curves. We start with the examination of the f
quency response of a vibrating cantilever under nonlin
interactions.

In Fig. 3 the amplitude is plotted as a function of th
excitation frequency for two free amplitudes,A0510 and
A0560 nm. The calculations are performed for the sa
sample parameters as in Fig. 2. Figure 3~a! shows the results
for A0560 nm andzc558.2 nm, when the frequency goe
from low to high frequencies~upward sweep! or from high
to low frequencies~downward sweep!. At frequencies far
from the free resonance, the behavior is almost harmo
Then, there is a steep but continuous increase of the am
tude when its value is close tozc . The simultaneous calcu
lation of the contact time shows that this increase mark
continuous transition from noncontact to intermittent conta
From there on, the amplitude increases until there is a s
but continuous decrease. This continuous decrease mark
transition from intermittent contact to noncontact. The ov

FIG. 3. Frequency response of the cantilever. The amplitud
plotted as a function of the driving frequency. The free oscillat
case is plotted by a dotted line.~a! The numerical simulations
have been performed forA0560 nm andzc558.2 nm and~b! A0

510 nm andzc57 nm. The arrows indicate the direction of th
frequency sweeps.E51.2 GPa andf 05350 kHz.
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lap between upward and downward sweeps reflects that f
given set of conditions the equation of motion has a sin
solution.

When the cantilever is oscillated with a smaller free a
plitude A0510 nm andzc57 nm a remarkable feature ap
pears@Fig. 3~b!#. For some frequencies, two possible so
tions for the amplitude are possible. Starting from lo
frequencies, the oscillation amplitude remains almost h
monic until a sudden increase of the amplitude is observ
From there on, the amplitude increases linearly until ther
a sudden step down. At higher frequencies the oscillatio
almost harmonic and the free and perturbed curves over

Now let us examine the curve when the simulations
performed from the right side~downward sweep!. Far from
resonance, the cantilever oscillates well above the sam
The values of the amplitude match those of the free osc
tion and the upward sweep. However, at frequencies clo
to the free resonance, attractive forces reduce appreciabl
oscillation and the curve departs from both the free and
ward sweep. A hysteresis loop appears. At some point, th
is a sudden increase of the amplitude. In this case the ju
marks the transition from noncontact to intermittent conta
From there on, the upward and downward sweeps ove
until the frequency that marks the intermittent to noncont
transition is reached. Another hysteresis loop is found.

The above results are interpreted as follows. For sm
free amplitudes and frequencies close to the free resona
two steady states for the amplitude are possible. A hig
amplitude state that implies tip-sample contact and a lo
amplitude state, that may or may not imply tip-sample co
tact @compare curves in Fig. 2~c!#. The jump marks the tran
sition between one state to the other. This is also known
the bistable behavior.24–26The system will reach one state o
the other, depending on the starting conditions~for example,
upward vs downward sweeps!. The bistability depends on
the sample properties~interaction surface potential!, free am-
plitude, tip-sample distance, and working frequency. Fr
the above results and those presented below~Sec. VI! it is
deduced that the combination of stiff materials and relativ
small amplitudes set the conditions to observe steplike
continuities. The reasoning also implies that the above
continuities have a very different physical origin from th
jump-to-contact often described in AFM.

V. PHASE-SHIFT DETERMINATION
OF THE TIP-SAMPLE INTERACTION REGIME

To use amplitude curves to determine experimentally
operating regime may be time consuming or impractical. T
contact time cannot be directly measured and average f
measurements are still being developed.27 In this section we
show that the phase shift that exists between the driv
force and the cantilever response allows us to iden
whether the operating regime is attractive or repulsive. In
calculations we have taken the standard convention28 that at
resonance a forced harmonic oscillator has a phase lag o
with respect to the driving force. The model used only tak
into account phase shifts due to elastic interactions. Fo
discussion about elastic and inelastic contributions to
phase shift in tapping mode see Refs. 29 and 30.

Figure 4 shows the phase shift curves for three free a
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PRB 60 4965ATTRACTIVE AND REPULSIVE TIP-SAMPLE . . .
plitudes, 10, 30, and 60 nm@see also Fig. 2~b!#. At large
separations, the force and their gradient is negligibly sm
F remains constant and equal to 90°. At some separationF
grows continuously aszc is decreased. This change inF
matches the increase~magnitude! observed in the attractive
force. When the force changes sign abruptly~A0510 and 30
nm! F also shows a discontinuous change from values ab
90° to values below 90°. When the force becomes more
pulsive, F becomes smaller. ForA0560 nm, F changes
continuously from values above 90° to values below 9
The phase always follows the changes observed in the a
age force.

A practical experimental rule can be deduced. The attr
tive regime is characterized by phase shiftsF.90° while in
the repulsive regimeF is always below 90°.

VI. MATERIAL PROPERTIES INFLUENCE
ON THE ATTRACTIVE-REPULSIVE TRANSITION

The conclusions of the preceding sections are gene
however, the presence or not of the attractive-repulsive t
sition for a given amplitude also depends on the mate
properties. In Fig. 5 is presented a normalized plot that
flects the relative contribution of the attractive regime a
function of the free amplitude for a stiff, intermediate, a
compliant material, respectively. The relative contribution
the attractive regime is calculated by taking the ratio betw

FIG. 4. Phase-shift dependence on tip-sample separation.
separation is normalized by taking the ratiozc /A0 . Symbols and
parameters are as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 5. Map of the attractive regime for different materia
~compliant, intermediate, and stiff! and free amplitudes.
ll,

ve
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the interval ofzc values where the amplitude is decreased
a net attractive force andA0 . To get this figure, for each free
amplitude and material the corresponding amplitude vs
zc curve was calculated. A ratio different from zero mea
that there is an interval of set point amplitudes where
dynamic force operation is stable in the attractive regime

The contribution of attractive forces to the amplitude r
duction is more noticeable for small free amplitudes. Ho
ever, sample properties also play a role. The interval of
sample separations where the amplitude reduction
controlled by the attractive regime can be quite small fo
stiff material and a large free amplitude. For example, S2
shows this behavior whenA0 is in the 30 to 60 nm range
The opposite case happens for a very compliant mate
There, the amplitude reduction can be totally dominated
attractive forces. For example, the simulation for PE sho
no repulsive regime forA0 smaller than 15 nm.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed study of the behavior o
force microscope operated with an amplitude modulat
feedback, what usually is known as the tapping-mode op
tion. Our results may be summarized in three points. First
amplitude modulation feedback has two regimes of ope
tion, attractive and repulsive. Phase-shift measurements
vide an immediate determination of the operating regim
Second, the transition between attractive and repulsive
gimes may be abrupt or smooth depending on the free
plitude and sample properties. Third, the presence of
abrupt change in the amplitude or the force is attributed
the existence of two oscillation states for the same opera
conditions.

In the attractive regime the average force per cycle
negative. In general, this regime involves long-range attr
tive and short-range repulsive forces. However, the sam
properties allow some classification. Stiff samples and re
tively small amplitudes 10–30 nm usually define an inter
of zc where the attractive regime is dominated exclusively
long-range attractive forces~noncontact!. The tip-sample in-
teraction potential for a stiff sample has a very high slope
a consequence even very small contact times produce l
repulsive forces. This gives rise to a net positive force. T
effect precludes the existence of an attractive regime invo
ing intermittent contact.

On the other hand, an attractive regime that involves lo
range attractive forces and short-range repulsive force
characteristic of compliant or very compliant materia
Those samples may experience large deformations unde
sample contact. As a consequence, the net value of the f
may be negative although there is tip-sample intermitt
contact.

The identification of the operating regime is critical
imaging heterogeneous samples with different elastic an
adhesion properties. The operating regime could cha
from region to region of the sample due to differences
elasticity. To keep the set point amplitude fixed, the feedb
could interpret this change as a topographic variation. T
would introduce features in the image unrelated to thetrue
topography of the sample. Phase-shift measurements pro
a practical and unambiguous method to identify the ope
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4966 PRB 60RICARDO GARCÍA AND ALVARO SAN PAULO
ing regime. Conditions that imply phase shifts above 90°
characteristic of an attractive regime while conditions that
phase shifts below 90° are characteristic of a repulsive
gime.

The presence of a steplike discontinuous transition in a
plitude curves, however, is not solely a feature of a nonc
tact to intermittent contact transition. It can also be obser
between two oscillations that involve intermittent conta
@seeA0530 nm in Fig. 2~c!#. The discontinuity is always
associated with the existence, for a givenA0 , zc , E, and
working frequency of two stable oscillation states. The s
represents the transition between those states. It also un
lines the nonlinear character of the tip-sample interaction
tential. On the other hand, a smooth transition is a con
quence of the existence of a single oscillation state.

A sharp, discontinuous transition between the attract
and the repulsive regime may be expected for small f
amplitudes and stiff materials. The first requirement
needed in order to have both regimes. The second requ
ment sets the nonlinear interaction potential that produ
bistability. To get faithful topographic images, working co
ditions close to the attractive-repulsive transition should
avoided.

Tapping-mode experiments are usually performed in
It is a common experience that electrostatic charges may
accumulated on the surface of insulating materials. Th
electrostatic charges may produce large, unwanted attrac
forces that may control the operation of the instrument w
independence of the properties of the sample. In gene
those situations should be avoided to obtain a good to
graphic tapping-mode image. Those forces have not b
considered here.

The slope of the amplitude curve (A0510 nm) for inter-
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mediate or stiff materials in the attractive and repulsive
gimes is unity@Fig. 2~a!#. The feedback mechanism will pro
duce topographic images of the same quality irrespective
the operating regime. However, this may not apply wh
imaging very compliant samples. Those cases will be d
cussed elsewhere.31

We have found a large amount of experimental evide
that supports the conclusions of these calculations. For
stance, discontinuities in the amplitude curves have been
scribed by Anczykowskiet al.13,32 and Kühle, Soerensen
and Bohr16 on SiOx samples, and Haugstad and Jones
polyvinyl alcohol films.33 Furthermore, phase-shift curve
taken on polypropylene30 and gelatine34 surfaces show evi-
dence of a continuous transition. The hysteresis loop sho
by the frequency response curves has also been obse
experimentally.35

The model considered here is in some respects an
simplification. In particular, the tip-cantilever is consider
as a single-mass model, thus neglecting any higher mode
vibration of the cantilever. It also does not include any int
nal degree of damping~viscosity! or tip-sample inelastic in-
teractions. Despite all these simplifications, the model yie
amplitude vs distance and amplitude vs frequency cur
that reproduce the experimental features. This reinforces
validity of the model to describe tapping-mode operation a
supports the results of the simulations for situations to
explored experimentally.
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